
July 25, 1972 

Dear Graeme, 

I am only now getting around to answering your letter of July S 5. 

Up to just a few days ago I've been engrossed in trying to put the research 

in the announcement I sent you into publishable form. I was hoping to get 

it all done before the Seattle conference, but perhaps this is too optimistic. 
a copy of 

I just finished writing a letter to Milnor/which is enclosed because 

of your question about the J-homomorphism. Milnor wrote a short note on 

recent developments in algebraic K-theory in rim* which he said I could prove 

that the image of the J-homomorphism iB w* injects into K#2 . (in fact 

he considers this a "basic statement"). I may have said this to him, but 

of course.using only the K-theory of the fields Fp, one canlH prove this 

only modulo cyclic groups of order 2. I do a little better in the letter. 
s N The letter contains a verification of the fact that the map ^ ^ —** 

K F induced by (finite sets) -^(ft ff -vector spaces) is essentially the 
4s-1 q ^ 
part of the complex e-invariant which is prime to q. I do not know 

whether or not the J-homomorphism may be interpreted as the forgetful 
going the other way ,* ^n 

functor/ The question would seem to involve identifying BG^q J with what 

one obtains from finite sets of cardinality a power of q with the 

product operation, the sort of thing that Tornehave just wrote a paper on. 

His work is complicated, and in spite of the fact he talked to me frequently 

last year, I really donft understand it. Perhaps you should write him; hefs 

back at Aarhus now. 
Concerning the relation between your simplicial category and the one 

I use - they are probably equivalent; herefs a possible proof. I will 
the rffiaiixntimaxttf classifying space of 

assume that/a simplicial category n V-^ £ n is the same up to homotopy 

as the TffrttCTtiiflTrĝ ae classifying spaced of the B X fibred category C -+*& 

with fibres C ' . This assumption is probably of the same nature as the 
=n 



theorem which I talked about in Princeton to the effect that a simplicial 

set X has the same homotopy type as the simplicial set associated to the 

fibred category /\/X. So let C be the fibred category associated to the 

simplicial category n f-?B you associate to a category B with exact 

sequences. It is easy to see that C may be replaced,up to an equivalence 

of categories, with the fibred category over / \ whose fibre over n is 

the groupoid of filtered objects of B with filtration of iratia length n. 
f: 

Consider the functor / C — > Q(|) sending a filtered object M = ^ \ ^ m ^ \ ^ 

to M ; to the arrow d,M —^>M in C is associated the arrow M
n
,/M

MBi ~ * M
n 

if i = 0, the identity M -> M if 0<i<n, and the arrow M . -*• !t 
" n n n—i n 

if i * n. I claim f is a homotopy equivalence (i.d# induces a homotopy 

equivalence on classifying spaces). To see this,it suffices to show that 

each of the categories f/lP with IIP in Q(|) is contractible. (f/P consists 

of pairs (M,u) with M in C and u: f(M) -^ P a map in Q(B).) fl/P 

may be identified as follows: Let X(p) be the simplicial set whose q-

simplicAs are chains of subobjects of P, I O C M C • .CM < P with all 

quotients in B. Then f/p i% equivalent to the fibred category / \ A ( p ) . 

Since X(p) is contractible (the vertex 0 may be added to any simplex), 

f/P is contractible, establishing the claim. Thus C and Q(B) are 

homotopy equivalent categories. 
I should mention that I itaDgaxikinakla thought a lot about your category 

without getting very far. In the summer of 1970 when I proved the stable 

splitting theorem, I recognized that it implied the equivalence of the 
for projective modules 

direct sum and exact sequence K-theories/just as you did. In August 1971 

when I wrote up the stable splitting theorem, I formulated it for n-filtered 

representations so as to be able to apply it to your construction. But it 

was only this spring that I succeeded in freeing myself from the shackles 

of the simplicial way of thinking and found the category Q ( B ) . After that 



I was able to jpritexlh prove the theorems appearing in the announcement I 

sent you. 

I conjecture that your category deloops as follows. Take the fibred 

category over J\x £ \ whose fibre over (m,n) is the groupoid of 

bifiltered objects of length (m,n) of B , where by a bifiltration 

one means two filt rat ions H P!M , H 1$i£m, and Ff!M, 1 $ j £ n , such that 

for each i,j, gr '(gr'^M)) = gr "(gr,'(M)) is in B . E5XEE3BSX This 
J- J J i — 

ffl fibred category can be 22H& made into a bisimplicial category by a 

standard procedure (Giraud). To obtain further deloopings take tri-filtered 

objects, etc. 

I believe I have now answered in some form at least all of the 

questions of your letter. IS Ifll see you in Seattle, 

Best regards, 

A 

MM. AM- ^y^u^c, cJ hAjTV-u^, Ln. <s U^ f.s. A 
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